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Contributions should not generally exceed 10 printed pages in length including figures, tables and references. Online
electronic appendixes may be added to include large materials. More extensive papers may be published in the
supplementary volumes, subject to a previous agreement with the editors.
Manuscripts must be written in English. Submission implies that the paper has not been published in or submitted to any
other journal.
Plant Sociology encourages authors to submit manuscripts on-line at:
http://plantsociology.scienzadellavegetazione.it/ojs/
In case of failure, submission can be done by e-mail to the Chief Editor: e.biondi@univpm.it
All papers will be peer reviewed. A list of at least 3 potential reviewers (including affiliation and e-mail) should be
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After acceptance, Authors will be asked to transfer copyright; a form facilitating transfer of copyright will be provided.
The corresponding Author will be provided, at no charge, with a PDF file of the article.
Supplementary volumes are completely at the Author’s charge, as well as colour figures.
Manuscripts
Authors should arrange their manuscript according to the following standard: Title of the article, Running title (up to 5
words), Full name of the Authors(s), Affiliation and address of the Author(s), Name and e-mail address of the
corresponding Author, Key words (in alphabetical order), Text, Acknowledgements (optional), Reference list (in
alphabetical order), List of the table headings, Tables (one for page), List of the figure captions, Figures (one for page).
Manuscripts should be submitted as .doc, .rtf, .odt files.
The text should be subdivided into the following sections: Introduction, Materials and methods, Results, Discussion. The
approximate desired position of all figures and tables should be indicated in the text.
Tables should be numbered consecutively with Arabic numbers (e.g. Tab. 1). Original tables should be in a separate file
(preferred format: .xls). Each file should be named following the table’s number (e.g. Tab01.xls).
Figures should be numbered consecutively with Arabic numbers (e.g. Fig. 1). Original figures should be in a separate file
(preferred formats: .jpg, .png). Each file should be named following the figure’s number (e.g. Fig01.jpg). Resolution must
be adequate for printing. Figures will be printed in b/n (greyscale). Colour figures (CMYK) will be printed only if the costs
are covered by the Authors.
All figures and tables must be quoted in the text, in numerical order.
Figures and tables exceeding the size of 2 consecutive pages can be published as electronic appendices online and will
not appear in the printed paper.
Syntaxonomic schemes must be arranged without indentation, according to the following formats (supplementary ranks
will be formatted like the upper principal one):
CLASSIS Author(s)
ORDER Author(s)
Alliance Author(s)
Association Author(s)
Scientific names
All the scientific names of plants and plant communities in the text must be written in italics. Authors of taxa and syntaxa
must be either cited when first mentioned in the text or all included in a single list or in the phytosociological tables; a
reference to a standard taxonomic source is also accepted for the scientific names of plants.
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